
WATSON TOWNSHIP MICHIGAN
1895 118th Ave. Allegan, MI 49010

PLANNING COMMISSION
MEETING MINUTES
DATE: May 26, 2021

CALL TO ORDER: TIME/PLACE: 7:01pm
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE: Recited

ROLL CALL & RECOGNITION OF VISITORS:
Present: Bev McKinnon, Bruce Bos, Jay Roberts-Eveland, Shawn Caulder
Jack Woods
*Quorum:

Visitors: Zoning Administrator, Lori Castello; Township Attorney, Tom Siver

ANY CONFLICT OF INTEREST:
Chairman Bruce Bos declared a conflict of interest for the purpose of voting as he lives within
the 300ft subject barrier.
Chairman Bruce Bos explained that this was not a Public Hearing and further explained how the
meeting would proceed.

Chairman Bruce Bos passed out several documents that he received from residents pertaining
to the impact of gravel mining.

Resident,Todd Mossman’s email addressed the need for independent studies rather than
trusting those that Northstar, LLC, has entered into their application, seeing them as biased. He
further shared concerns about noise abatement and gravel truck safety on the roads.

Document: W.E. UpJohn Institute Research document; “Assessment of the Economic IMpact of
the Proposed Stoneco Gravel Mine Operation on Richland Township

Document:  Identified as January 17, 2021 Re: R. Smith & Sons, Inc. Special Exception Use
Application/Potential Property Value Loss Analysis in Hope Township

Document: What Can You Do Now? Impact on local property values of a new quarry operation.
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PUBLIC COMMENT: (not on the agenda)
None

APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Motion: Joe Albers
Second:       Shawn Caulder
Results: Approved

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Motion: Jay Roberts-Eveland
Second: Bev McKinnon
Results: Approved

NEW BUSINESS: None

OLD BUSINESS: Consideration for Special Use Permit by Northstar Aggregates,
LLC.

Chairman Bruce Bos asked Planning Board members to address any questions or
comments they had regarding the consideration for the Special Use permit application
from Northstar, Aggregates, LLC

Discussion:  Owen Ramey inquired about what ordinance would be used for
determination of application, as the applicant has stated they preferred the old
ordinance. Mr. Ramey said he believes the first thing the Commission should do is
identify which ordinance we will be using

Tom Siver, Attn.  passed out a case identifying a decision in regards to what ordinance
is in place at time of “decision.”

Jay Roberts-Eveland stated it was her understanding that the Planning Commission
prioritized updating the mining ordinance to meet state requirements.  Also, it is her
understanding that there were delays due to a death on the Township board and
Planning Commission. Further delay was caused due to Covid restrictions. Approval of
ordinance was complete in Spring of 2021.  Bruce Bos clarified that that information was
correct.

Owen Ramey addressed Mr. Gary Shenk, Attorney, about contrary laws.  Mr. Siver, Attn.
also responded.
Bruce Bos explained that law is fluid and we need to deal with what is in front of us.
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Mr. Shenk, Attn. requested that Northstar, LLC.  be allowed to amend their application if
the decision is made to use the new ordinance.  Agreement was made to allow for that
request.

Shawn Caulder addressed the site review and asked about the 50’ setbacks when
ordinance states 150’ all the way around. He also shared concerns about crumbling
roads and the weights of trucks- he believes that something should be in place for
maintenance on those roads.

Mr. Brad Meyers answered that there are vertical slopes to stability of lateral support. If
lateral support is there the ordinance identifies that we may use that as a consideration.
In addressing road maintenance, Mr. Meyers stated that there are other trucks that use
the roads and it would not be fair for them to pay 100% for upkeep.

Joe Albers asked for understanding and application of PA113 and Chapter 17.  Does the
framework for “need and very serious consequences” apply to the new ordinance?  Mr.
Albers asked if there is any case law to help define and separate what is “need” and
what is “very serious consequences.” Mr. Albers stated, ….”Given that the subject
property is currently zoned R-1, does PA113 require us to first establish that there is a
need for the natural resources and that there would not be any “very serious
consequences,” caused by extracting those natural resources before we can apply the
requirements of Chapter 17 in the ordinances.  Further is the standard or “need” and
“very serious consequences” any more or less stringent than the standards already
outlined in chapter 17.  Lastly, are there any further consequences, such as case law,
interpretations, and general practice by other municipalities.

Discussion with attorneys followed.
Mr. Siver counseled the commission to look at it from the perspective of; Is there a need
for community and if serious consequences will happen to the community?
How does it benefit Watson township?

Mr. Double stated that he has a realtor activity looking for property, to mine, every single
day because there is a “need.”

Jay Roberts-Eveland addressed Zoning Enabling Act #110 states that township must
consider, “(a)...impact on pedestrians, & traffic in vicinity of the property and along the
proposed hauling route serving the property, based on credible evidence; (e)The impact
on the other identifiable health & safety and welfare interests in local units of
government.”
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Bruce Bos explained the history of Planning Commissions, and  the State of Michigan
mandate, that the township must have a strategic plan in place and reviewed every five
years.  Zoned industrial and commercial is designed for certain industries to use certain
roads.  Expanding truck traffic beyond the industrial zoned areas will be a  consideration
for the board.  Other gravel pits don't have location/site issues.

Lori Castillo stated that the Planning Commission will have to come up against the
township Master Plan if there is discussion of rezoning.

Bruce Bos explained that the decision to change the property to R1 was the vision of
the master plan.

Jay Roberts-Eveland stated that  the board’s foundation is to look to the Master Plan
and township ordinances.  When that area was zoned R1 there was a reason, and we
need to be clear on those ordinances and we need to look at that.  It is the stewardship
of this counsel to be dedicated to long term planning. Watson Township is mostly
agricultural and farming and securing R1 for  residential cluster building is what the
previous planning boards addressed for future growth.

Bruce Bos explained the origin of changing the property to R1 from agricultural and
believes that was done in the last review of the Master Plan.  He stated that it was in
the scope and vision of the master plan.

Motion:  To table further decision/vote on Northstar, LLC’s application until July 28,
2021, to gather information defining the legal definitions of what is “need,” and what is
“very serious consequences’ pertaining to PA #113. Also, to allow for Northstar, LLC. to
amend their application to met the standard of Chapter #17, Earth Removal, Quarrying,
Mining and Related Mineral Extraction Activities as approved in 2021.

(Northstar Aggregate agreed that it was appropriate to table a decision/vote so that
attorneys and board members could further research “need” and “very serious
consequences” in addition to amending the application to align with the new ordinance).

Motion: Joe Albers
Second: Shawn Caulder
Results: Passed

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
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Resident, Kevin Travis; read an email that he submitted to clarify his comments from the
April 2021 meeting.  He made it known that the township did not revoke a mining permit
but rather the operator did not appear to renew it. It stands as an abandoned pit.  He
stated that the gravel pit is still operable if someone wants to make an application for it.
He also identified the costs of gravel over the past few years and saw little or no
increase.

Resident, Yvonne Prowant; asked for the board to consider “need” v. “benefit” and the
impact on the whole community.  She identified herself as a trauma nurse and asked for
statistics on trauma accidents caused by gravel trucks. She identified that there are no
level trauma centers within a 30 mile radius and said that trauma is a top killer of
communities.  Gravel trucks are a very serious risk to anyone driving or walking in the
area.

Resident, Kevin McCall, appreciates the due diligence of the Planning Commission and
wanted to remind everyone that although the numbers in attendance were down from
the public hearing, it does not mean that people are not concerned.  They all have a
vested interest.

MEMBER COMMENTS:
Owen Ramey asked Gary Shenk, Attorney for Northstar, LLC., if their Real
Estate Appraiser would be made available for the next meeting.

ADJOURN MEETING: Time:8:36pm
Motion: Bev McKinnon
Second: Shawn Caulder
Results: Approved

Next Planning Commission Meeting”
June 23, 2021 @ 7pm

Submitted by:  Jay Robert-Eveland

All published and written communications will be submitted to the permanent file upon
approval of minutes during next month’s meeting.
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